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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
PRESIDENT OF BOARD OF MANAGEMENT HAS HELD POSITION FOR 10 YEARS

PRESIDENT

MAVE RICHARDSON AM PSM
•
•
•
•

Over 11 years as President
Diploma of Social Studies, numerous qualifications in Management, Counselling
and Community Development.
Actively involved with many community organisations.
Over 35 years’ experience in local government and over 30 years experience in
community management.

VICE – PRESIDENT

PAUL LEWERS
•
•
•

Over 7 years on the Board - 2 years as Vice-President
Diploma of Law
Brings a wealth of legal experience and expertise to the Board having been a
lawyer for over 30 years.

TREASURER

IAN DYBALL
•
•
•

Over 3 years on the Board
Owner & Director of Orana Crescent Preschool Taree for 5 years and Professional
Engineer for 35 years.
A Rotarian since 1976, member Rotary Club of Taree, past Governor of Rotary
International.

BOARD MEMBER

MICHAEL BURGESS
•
•
•

Over 9 years on the Board - 5 years as Vice-President
Diploma of Medical Technology, numerous qualifications in the fields of
medicine, science and management.
Extensive experience in and currently working in the NSW health system.
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BOARD MEMBER

JILLIAN DUNN
•
•
•

Over 4 years on the Board
Extensive background in working with people with disabilities, particularly
dementia clients.
Active in local community groups, pastoral care and local schools

BOARD MEMBER

KEN LOFTUS
•
•
•

Over 3 years on the Board
Trade Certificate, Certificate IV Training and Assessment and numerous
qualifications in supervision and management.
Served in both the Commonwealth and the Australian Federal Police.

BOARD MEMBER

RICHARD JOHNSON
•
•
•

Over 7 years on the Board
Bachelor of Legal Studies
Currently Director and Lawyer at Stacks The Law Firm Taree and has been in
practice for over 38 years.

BOARD MEMBER

JUDITH RICHARDSON
•
•
•
•

Over 2 years on the Board
Paediatric Physiotherapist
Professional skills in assessing needs and suitability of services for people with
a disability
Director, Rotary Club of Myall Coast Inc

BOARD MEMBERS WHO LEFT DURING THE YEAR
We would like to recognise Lynn Ellis who left during this year and thank her for her contribution as a
Board member.
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PRESIDENT`S ANNUAL
REPORT 2015-2016
ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD OF
MANNING SUPPORT SERVICES
INC., [MSS] I SINCERELY THANK
ALL STAFF, VOLUNTEERS AND
SUPPORTERS, FOR THEIR
CONSISTENT COMMITMENT
TO THE DELIVERY OF QUALITY
SERVICES FOR THE PEOPLE WE
ALL SERVE.
During the year changes and challenges were positively
addressed as they arose. In consultation with CEO, Ms Tracey
Lawson, the Board focused on reviewing and building on our
capacity to continue to deliver quality services. We can all take
pride in our ongoing service delivery achievements over the
past year.
Our great full time and part time staff of 47 dedicated people
and our amazing 147 dedicated volunteers are the essence of
MSS. Without their stalwart efforts we could not reach out to
support so many vulnerable people across our communities.
Our congratulations and sincere thanks go to each and every
one of them.
We thank and farewell those staff who have moved on and
wish them well in their future endeavours. We welcome
those who have joined us in our work to support and assist
individuals, families, and others, to gain a better quality of life.
The support of our diverse range of program funding bodies
and the co-operation and assistance of their respective staff
members, is acknowledged with much appreciation. We
thank the Department of Health, the Department of Social
Services, the Department of Families and Community Services,
the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, the Good

Shepherd and the Office of Fair Trading, for trusting MSS to
deliver effectively and efficiently, quality services to the wider
community within the respective program boundaries.
Two new programs were introduced, both of which were
Aboriginal Community Development initiatives. Barra Marruk
was a partnership with the Biripi Aboriginal Corporation
Medical Centre to work with families with young children,
together with an Indigenous Advancement Strategy, focusing
on increasing school attendances in primary school and
diversion programs for Aboriginal youth.
As always, MSS continued to participate proactively in a
number of community events. These included NAIDOC
celebrations, Child Protection Week, Practice First celebrations,
Mental Health Awareness activities, Making Time for Mum
and Dad Day Out, Apology Anniversary, Barra Marruk Open
Day, Biripi Baby Show, MSS Promotion Day at Taree Central
Shopping Centre, Sorry Day, My Meals Gala Day and Barra
Marruk Open Day at Ruprecht Park.
Details of all MSS programs are contained elsewhere in this
Annual Report. Again, we thank those staff and volunteers who
have so consistently given of their best.
Finally, I sincerely thank all members of the MSS Board of
Directors. In the latter part of the year Lynn Ellis retired from
the Board. We thank her for her valuable contributions and
extend best wishes for the future.
I thank all Board members for their absolute commitment
to the values and aspirations of MSS. Never have any of
them failed to give their full attention to the matters at hand
– Deputy President Paul Lewers, Treasurer, Ian Dyball and
members, Michael Burgess, Jillian Dunn, Richard Johnson, Ken
Loftus, and Judith Richardson. As volunteers, they have given
countless hours of their personal time to ensure adherence to
transparent governance, due process, and responsible future
growth. I salute them all.
MSS looks forward to a bright future.

Manning Support Services Inc.
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May we all continue to
work together to ensure
the best possible outcomes
for the people we all serve.

Mave Richardson AM PSM
President
Manning Support Services Inc.
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CEO REPORT

47 PAID
STA

MSS achieved 3rd Party Verification in July 2015. This
forwarded recognition of our performance against all six of the
NSW Disability Standards. Our server and software received
an upgrade and we began a process to find a client database
that would provide MSS with an integrated system across our
very diverse service offerings. In June an upgraded financial
system was installed. With ‘MYOB Live’, we have experienced
an increase in our financial efficiency and accountability. A
new chart of accounts, virtual invoices and business analytic
functions have provided the Board of Directors and the
Leadership team with a clearer financial decision making
platform.

FARDDIRO
DBO

TORS
EFC

With the launch of My Aged Care in October 2015 and later,
the National Disability Insurance Scheme in July 2016, MSS
needed to review its internal systems to ensure its functionality
met the required demands. Therefore, our focus this year
turned to improving our internal systems.

Our unpaid staff were also provided with opportunities for
training. We were pleased to see our volunteers recognised
in the NSW Volunteer Awards, winning the Mid North Coast
Volunteer Team of the Year award for 2015 (My Meals Team).
This prestigious award was presented to two of the My Meals
volunteers at the Sydney State Volunteer Award presentations.
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A
T
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N
U

Early in this financial year MSS underwent an in-depth
process in developing our 2015 – 2018 strategic plan. This
new plan provides MSS with clear strategic direction across
five pillars; service excellence, leadership, employer of choice,
collaboration and sustainability. We also redeveloped our
company vision and mission to align with our renewed focus
on empowerment and client choice.

During the year MSS also increased its financial commitment to
training its staff. Having a qualified workforce is an important
step in our commitment to continuous quality improvement
and assuring we provide quality, client directed care. To
this end MSS made a commitment to staff training offering
increased training opportunities to every employee.

9 BOAR9

It has been a full and productive year for MSS, and I
acknowledge the efforts of our Board, staff and community
partners in working together to deliver the achievements
outlined in this report.

I am pleased to announce that we have now installed these
new systems, with ‘MYOB Live’ in full operation and staff
currently undertaking training for the client data base before
our launch in September. In addition to this, an upgrade to our
internal phone systems will see our three offices communicate
more fluidly.

147

IT IS A GREAT PLEASURE
TO PRESENT THIS REPORT
REFLECTING THE ONGOING
SUCCESS OF MANNING SUPPORT
SERVICES INC.

FF
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NEW PROGRAMS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
In July 2015, MSS was awarded a lead contract for the
Communities for Children funding, Barra Marruk. The Biripi
Aboriginal Medical Service partners with us to deliver a
flexible, culturally safe program to families with young children
in need. We have already witnessed the positive impact of this
program.
MSS was also successful in negotiating to be one of the subcontracting partners with Ferros Care in the provision of the
Regional Assessment Service. This additional service provided
staff with new opportunities and skills, along with a deeper
insight into the new My Aged Care system.
In July 2015, the Department Premier and Cabinet provided
funding to MSS within the ‘Indigenous Advancement Strategy’
to operate two service streams for local Indigenous families.
One focusing on increasing primary school attendance rates
and the other a youth diversion program.
In December 2015, we were successful in becoming an
‘Approved Aged Care Provider’ in readiness for the open
marketplace for Home Care packages that will be in operation
from February 2017.

PROJECTS
MSS undertook two main projects this year, one being the
Tackling Tobacco project with the Cancer Council. This project
provides a platform to support our staff and clients with both
the education and the tools to reduce or quit smoking. The
project team have been working diligently and we look forward
to sharing the success stories in the near future.
MSS also joined the London Benchmarking Groups LBG for
Community project. The LBG project sees MSS as one of
eight ‘not for profits’ across Australia take up the challenge to
measure our social impact. The new framework will provide
MSS with the opportunity to measure and benchmark formally,
the impact of our work in the community for the first time.
This data can also help us to refine our strategic vision and
provide the evidence we need when looking to gain support
from corporate partners.
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81.7%
CEO REPORT
Diversified Income

Government & non government funding

$3.590m

Total income

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
It is with gratitude I acknowledge our Board of Directors. Their
time, energy and expertise are given so generously to the
stewardship of our organisation. Directorship is increasingly
complex and demanding and in recognition of this, MSS
provided all Board members Governance training earlier this
year as they continue to provide good governance during a
time of sector-wide reform and industry change.

LOOKING FORWARD
The year ahead will be a significant one for the future of
disabilities and community aged care in Australia. The
continued roll out of the NDIS for those with a disability and
My Aged Care for older Australians, will provide increased
choice to clients and their families. MSS welcomes this
important shift and will continue to listen and work in
partnership with our clients in providing an ever-growing suite
of services.
Across the entire organisation, we will continue to focus on
how to achieve the best client experience and how best to
resource those supports that our clients tell us add the greatest
value to their lives. At the same time, we will be preparing to
define the future shape and size of our organisation by being
ready, agile, discerning and selective about opportunities for
growth and diversity. By continuing to build on our foundations
of quality client services we will work hard to live our mission
‘to enhance the quality of people’s lives by providing services
which enable them to live with dignity and respect’.
On behalf of members and clients, we acknowledge the
passion, professionalism and performance of our paid and
unpaid staff members, who strive every day to ensure the
very best for people receiving our services. The achievements
within the pages of this report are a tribute to each and every
one of you. Thank you.
Tracey Lawson
Chief Executive Officer (MBA)
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POSITIVE AGEING
THE POSITIVE AGEING TEAM HAS
HAD A VERY EXCITING BUT VERY
BUSY 2015-16 YEAR.
With the newly developed Community Wellbeing team, we
restructured the programs between the two teams. The
Positive Ageing team now incorporates Home Modifications
and Maintenance, My Meals, Community Visitors Scheme and
Volunteer Resources, giving a diverse range of programs which
are all still funded by the Department of Social Services and The
Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care.
We had minor staffing changes in the team this year, as
we farewelled Jason and welcomed Aine to assist with the
Volunteer Resources program and Sara to the newly appointed
Home Modifications Client Services Officer role.
Lastly, I would like to thank the team for the warm welcome
since starting in the Positive Ageing Manager’s role. I look
forward to working with the team in their continuation of
providing programs to our ageing community members, thus
ensuring they are able to live independently in their own
homes for as long as possible.
Jaylea Muldoon
Manager, Positive Ageing

MY MEALS
This year has seen growth in our My Meals program with the
delivering of 24,149 meals to elderly community members, a
68% increase from the previous year. The program is now in
its second year of operation and is consistently expanding the
menu options as well as the service delivery area. Garrett has
created a seasonal menu which offers a wide variety and choice
of fresh and frozen meals which are able to be enjoyed for
lunch or dinner.
Delivery is twice daily in Taree, with evening delivery only to
Old Bar and Wingham. We have since increased the delivery of
our frozen meals in outlying areas, with meals being delivered
to Forster, Port Macquarie, Laurieton, Johns River, Lake Cathie,
Krambach, Harrington and Nabiac on a weekly basis. With the
expansion of the menu and increased service delivery area,
MSS has been able to offer another paid position within the
My Meals team. A Client Services Officer now offers further
assistance to Kelly and Garrett in the program for the 2017 year.
Our My Meals Volunteer team attended an awards ceremony
in Port Macquarie, where volunteers from Coffs Harbour, Port
Macquarie and Taree were recognised for their outstanding
contribution to their communities. The My Meals team of
volunteers were awarded NSW Volunteer Team of the Year –
Mid North Coast for the 2015 year, an outstanding achievement
for the volunteers. Tracey and two volunteers then attended
the State Gala Awards Ceremony held in Sydney. The MSS My
Meals team were awarded State Finalist (Runners Up) in the
NSW Volunteer of the Year Awards.

Manning Support Services Inc.
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VOLUNTEER RESOURCES

COMMUNITY VISITORS SCHEME

The Volunteer Resources program links volunteers with
organisations to provide meaningful and fulfilling opportunities
for the volunteers. In the 2015-16 year we have focused on
extending the professional networks by developing new links
within the community. These networks include recruitment
agencies, Centrelink, disability employment agencies and
schools, with opportunities for volunteers increasing weekly.

The Community Visitors Scheme provides elderly community
members with companionship and social interaction.
Volunteers visit the community member weekly or fortnightly
for interaction via:
•
Discussions on common interest;
•
Playing cards or board games, reading, assisting with
writing letters;
•
Going for a stroll in the park together;
•
Enjoying a cuppa while exchanging stories and memories.

The service aims to:
•
Recruit and orientate volunteers for referral and
placement with registered community groups;
•
Provide information, support and advocacy to registered
volunteers;
•
Resource registered community organisations to maintain
a viable volunteer workforce;
•
Raise the profile of volunteering in our community.
Thank you to our wonderful team of Nuscha, Aine, and Ann
which always ensures our volunteers receive a professional
entry point and continuing support in volunteering.

Volunteers
improve people’s
lives by helping
out and keeping
people connected
to their
community.”

This year MSS supported 39 volunteers who completed 678
visits to elderly community members. Here is a story from a
recent social interaction link:

ecently, we had a lady living at home with her
husband. The husband worked several days per week
which meant the lady was at home by herself and
very lonely. Annie was born in England. Although
locating to Taree many years ago, she still had not made many
friends. MSS were able to connect her with a volunteer who
has a non-Australian background. Karen will always attend
the first meeting with the volunteer and client for an hour to
help build the relationship between the individuals. From the
moment Annie and the volunteer met, it was magic. The two
ladies talked nonstop for the hour, anything from cooking, craft,
having a cuppa, and enjoying various discussions.

Karen explains her role as the Community Visitors Scheme
Client Services Officer: “I have an amazing job connecting
wonderful volunteers to lonely elderly people who may or may
not have family locally, and helping them to have a friend. I
really do have the best job.” Thank you Karen for the fantastic
work you do to ensure volunteers are matched with suitable
clients to develop ongoing friendships.
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HOME MODIFICATIONS
& MAINTENANCE
The HMMS program provides subsidies for services for both the
Aged and those with a disability, to assist them to remain living
in their own home by making it secure and safe to do so. This is
achieved by completing simple tasks such as clearing cobwebs
and lawn mowing as well as major jobs such as redesigning and
fitting out bathrooms or kitchens, and installing stair lifts and
ramps.

BEFORE MODS

AFTER MODS

BEFORE MODS

AFTER MODS

This year has been another incredibly busy year for the Home
Modifications and Maintenance team. Ian and Leigh, with
additional support from local sub-contractors, have exceeded
the funding body outputs:
•
•

Home Modifications subsidies provided $175,730;
Home Maintenance hours completed 3,898.

The above outputs indicate the increasing need in our local
community for support services. It is also a reflection of the
hard work our team does within our local community. These
efforts do not go unrecognised by MSS or the local community,
as we receive many phone calls praising the work this team
completes. We are pleased to announce that due to the work
being completed by the Home Modifications team, we have
been able to recruit a Client Services Officer for the Home
Modifications team.

Manning Support Services Inc.
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CONNECTED FAMILIES
THE CONNECTED FAMILIES TEAM
HAS HAD AN EXCITING TWELVE
MONTHS.
We were successful in two tender opportunities, one being
under the indigenous advancement strategy and the second
as a facilitating partner in the communities for children
funding. These two programs complement our existing suite of
programs for families.
The number of families, individuals and children supported
across the various programs far exceeded the expectations of
each program, not only in outputs but also in the numerous
outcomes that have seen people living with a fresh hope and
a more positive future. As the team is committed to increasing
the types of supports they can provide, staff underwent
training to facilitate the parenting programs: Circle of Security,
Tuning into Kids, and DRUMBEAT. These add to the suite of
evidenced based programs that the team can offer to families.
Staff also participated in various professional development
courses and workshops during the year.
We farewelled Keith Martin, Helen Connell, Linda Moothoo
and William Kennedy from the team and we welcomed Ros
Redshaw, Shiralee Walker, Maryanne Johnson, Emma Lakeman,
Kira-Lee Stephens, Pauly McClean, Michelle Bird and Marilyn
Jackson to the team.
As the members of the team worked collaboratively during
the year with a wide variety of organisations and groups, they
were also active participants in community events. Some of
these events include: Welcome Baby to Country, NADIOC Day
celebrations at Saltwater, Child Protection Week, and Making
Time for Mum. These event successes are the result of many
agencies within the Manning working together.
Last, but by no means least, I would like to thank all members
of the Connected Families Team for their effort, loyalty, the
dedication to the work they do with their clients, and the
positive interactions that occur in our work place.
Nikki Clancy
Manager, Connected Families

“FAMILIES AT WELCOME BABY TO
COUNTRY”
BARRA MARRUK
“Barra Marruk” - Gathang translation for “They are good”. This
project is a collaboration between Biripi Aboriginal Corporation
Medical Centre and MSS and is funded by Mission Australia
under the Communities for Children project. The program
delivers evidence based parenting programs such as Circle of
Security, Triple P and DRUMBEAT to families with children aged
0-5 years and is delivered at the Bushland Hub to increase the
participation rates of vulnerable families.
This project also provides information sessions and open days,
inviting members of the community along to see what services
we can provide, and also the services which are available within
the wider community.
This program is funded by the Australian Government,
facilitating partner Mission Australia.

COMMUNITY
DAYS

FAMILY
ENGAGEMENT

BUSHLAND
HUB

EVIDENCE
BASED
PROGRAMS

EDUCATION
SESSIONS
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INDIGENOUS ADVANCEMENT
STRATEGY
The aim of this project is to increase the positive outcomes
for Indigenous youth who have had contact with the Juvenile
Justice System, as well as Indigenous students with low
attendance rates within primary school.
With the youth component of this project, we work closely with
Juvenile Justice Caseworkers, the young person and their family
to support the young person to reach their goals. These goals
may include reconnecting with education, gaining their driver’s
licence and gaining employment. We have had a number of
success stories within this project.
The school attendance component of this project is offered in
conjunction with Manning Gardens Public School. We work
closely with the school, the families and the children to identify
barriers to school attendance. Our team members then work
alongside the young people and their families to overcome
barriers and assist the children in attending school regularly:.
This program is funded by the Department of Prime Minister
and Cabinet.

Manning Support Services Inc.

CHILD AND FAMILY SUPPORT
Child and Family Support targets families with children who are
under the age of 13 years, or are expecting a child. The type of
support offered includes, but is not limited to:
•
Individualised case management
•
Accredited parenting programs such as: Triple P (Positive
Parenting Program), 123 Magic and Emotion Coaching,
Bringing up Great Kids, Good for Kids Good for Life, Circle
of Security, DRUMBEAT and Tuning into Kids.
•
Young Mums supported playgroup
•
Advice, referral and information
•
Information, strategies and activities on how parents can
promote child development and improve parent child
relationships within the family unit
•
Assistance with financial matters (developing money
plans and supporting families to live within their financial
means)
•
Advocating on the client’s behalf with other services,
such as Housing NSW, Centrelink and schools, to maintain
affordable accommodation and ensure families are housed
appropriately.
The Waiting Room was a new project we offered under this
program throughout the year. It was developed due to an
increase need arising with young pregnant women. The group
supports young expectant parents under the age of 21 years
and is provided by midwives and family support workers.
This program is funded by the Department of Family and
Community Services.

Manning Support Services Inc.
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SUPERVISED CONTACT

PARKSIDE BUILDING

The Supervised Contact program facilitates visits between
parents and their children who are in the child protection
system. The service is offered on a fee-for-service basis with the
Department of Community and Family Services and other Out
of Home Care Agencies.

Throughout the year we were able to give the rooms at Parkside
a facelift. The rooms were painted throughout, new toys were
purchased, and child focussed decals were added to the walls.
This is now an inviting space for our Young Mums’ Playgroup
and a great space to use for supervised contact.

Over this past year MSS facilitated 524 supervised visits. These
visits took place in Taree, Gloucester, Forster, Kempsey and
Port Macquarie, and provided parents and their children with
an opportunity to spend some quality time together within a
safe environment. This program continues to grow, with a 30%
increase in demand for this service. As we continue to establish
ourselves as a quality contact service provider, we anticipate
this service will increase.
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COMMUNITY WELLBEING
THE COMMUNITY WELLBEING
TEAM HAS HAD ITS FIRST FULL
FINANCIAL YEAR SINCE IT WAS
FORMED IN MID 2015, ALBEIT
WITH A FEW PROGRAM CHANGES
THAT WERE IMPLEMENTED IN
FEBRUARY.
We welcomed the Neighbour Aid (NAID) program which
consists of social support, respite and domestic assistance
service areas. We also welcomed the MSS counsellor, Patricia
Mcdougall, onto the team.
All of the programs within the team have had a very successful
year. While they are not the sole measure of success, the
outputs and key performance indicators for each program
are both necessary for funding and are a measure of our
performance. It is with pleasure that I can report that we have
met our targets and in many cases have exceeded the outputs
that the funding bodies have set. From a more qualitative
perspective, I am proud to be part of a team that consistently
receives positive feedback from our clients.
This success of the past year is due to the staff and volunteers,
who are both highly skilled and knowledgeable in their
respective fields. More importantly they are, without exception
dedicated to their work, their clients, and to achieving the
mission and vision of MSS. I continue to feel privileged to have
managed the Community Wellbeing team and thank all the
team members new and old. Their support and hard work have
made my role immensely satisfying and inspire me to strive for
improvement in all we do for our clients.
Joshua Rogers
Manager,
Community Wellbeing

NEIGHBOUR AID
NAID program is funded predominantly by the Department
of Health (DoH) but also receives a smaller amount of funds
from the Department of Family and Community (ADHC) for
our clients under 65 years of age. The NAID program consists
of service areas that receive separate funding but work
together to achieve the same goal of helping people to live
independently in both their home and community for longer.
This is achieved by providing social support, both one on one
with clients, and also in a group setting in the form of day
outings, centre based activities and occasional overnight trips
away. The respite program operates in a very similar way, but
while the social support and inclusion is still a very important
aspect, the main focus is in providing a break for those who
provide care and support to a loved one. The outings and
activities across both programs range from a simple cup of tea
and a chat to a variety of events and activities.

PORT MACQUARIE OUTINGS
The staff in Port Macquarie and Taree had noted an increase in
demand in Port Macquarie/Hastings for outings, and forwarded
a request for a second bus. Data was compiled on outing
attendances and waiting lists, as well as the hiring of additional
busses, and a second bus was approved for Port Macquarie
as well as a new replacement bus for Taree. While we were
already reaching our outputs for the program, it is fantastic to
be able to focus on reaching as many people as possible who
are in need of social inclusion and/or respite.

DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE
There has always been a need for assistance with domestic
cleaning within the local community. While we were aware
of this anecdotally and from our own limited data, the
introduction of My Aged Care and the volume of incoming

Manning Support Services Inc.
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referrals confirmed our beliefs. We decided to trial a cleaning
service during the last 2 months of the financial year and
results were instantaneous. We received very positive feedback
on the service and for our cleaner Robyn Tange. Following this
success and clear demonstration of the need in our community,
we are pleased to announce the continuation of this service.

BLOKES BBQ
While we have always had our “Blokes BBQ” outings fortnightly,
we have had mixed success with attendance. After receiving
feedback from clients and following discussion amongst the
NAID staff a decision was made to make the outings truly
“blokes only”. Leigh Niven from the Positive Ageing team,
who has gained experience both through assisting NAID in
the past and through courses undertaken specific to both
aged care and dementia, along with male volunteers, took on
the responsibility of organising the outings. The outings now
operate at capacity and many clients attend every fortnight.
While the NAID programs have traditionally been attended
predominantly by women, it is great to be able to offer this
program to men in our local community who also enjoy the
social inclusion and companionship that NAID offers.

MSS staff, Patricia and Helen

NO INTEREST LOANS SCHEME
NILS is funded by the NSW Office of Fair Trading (OFT), and
Good Shepherd, through the Department of Social Services
(DSS), with the capital base from which the loans are issued
provided by the National Australia bank. The program provides
small loans to those on low incomes or Centrelink benefits
who have been excluded from safe affordable credit due to
their circumstances. These loans of up to $1200 can be used
to purchase essential home goods, medical equipment and
certain educational expenses, and continues to be an important
program for the Hastings and Taree communities.
While we have reached as many people as possible in the
past, it became clear at the start of the year that an increasing
number of loans were not being repaid. While not a risk to the
program’s success, it was an indication that some borrowers
were experiencing difficulty repaying their loans. Therefore,
it was important to focus on reducing our non-payers risk,
and a number of changes to the program and loans approval
process were made in consultation with Good Shepherd. While
it was important to reduce the number of people unable to
service their loans we were also aware of the importance
of not excluding people for NILS unless there was no other
option. Along with a renewed communication strategy with
our borrowers to make sure they are able to make their
repayments, these changes have seen a considerable drop in
the non-payment rate, assuring further funds are then available
to other borrowers.
In addition to these changes, MSS also introduced the NILS
scheme for car registration and green slips. Like the traditional
loan items such as refrigerators and washing machines,
vehicle expenses are often identified as a cause of financial
strain. This service has been gratefully received by our clients.

MSS My Meals Volunteer Vicki Moulas
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COUNSELLING
The counselling program is funded by the Department of Social
Services and provides general face to face counselling services
to clients in Taree and Gloucester, and Tuncurry when possible.
The service can help with anyone who may be experiencing
general life challenges and may benefit from working with the
Counsellor to identify issues and co-develop a coping strategy.
The other service offered within this program is anger
management groups. These are offered separately for men
and women for anyone who feels they have a problem with
anger affecting their lives. The aim of the program is to
educate and enable clients to identify their anger and manage
their emotions in a constructive way. While it is very difficult
to measure the efficacy of programs such as this, the client
surveys which have been conducted clearly indicate the
program’s success, stating:
•
•
•

I feel more confident in myself;
I learned new strategies that will help me in identifying
and managing anger;
I feel I am better able to cope and deal with my issues.

While the counselling program offers an important and much
needed service to so many people, the fact that it consists of
just one counsellor makes it even more impressive. Patricia
provides a non-judgemental service with compassion,
positivity, and professionalism.

Manning Support Services Inc.
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FINANCE AND
ADMINISTRATION TEAM
THIS YEAR SAW SOME
INTERESTING CHALLENGES
FOR THE FINANCE AND
ADMINISTRATION TEAM.
Service referral numbers have been at a record high with the
introduction of My Aged Care, office relocations for Gloucester
and Port Macquarie, upgraded information technology and
systems reviews kept the team working at an accelerated pace.
The team attended training in Coffs Harbour for the new
Department Social Services Data Exchange (DEX) reporting
portal, Domestic Violence Alert training, as well as front line
training to refine their first response skills when communicating
with clients who are elevated and distressed. Members of
the team were also enthusiastic participants in the Tackling
Tobacco Project and operational planning days.
Several goals within the Finance and Administration operational
plan were met including: the MSS staff recognition program,
goods auctions, staff days like the working bee and staff team
building days were introduced with enthusiasm.
The team continue to generate an array of statistical reports to
ensure a high level of data integrity and case allocation across
the organisation. This area of our business is continuing to
increase in complexity along with the reform of the disability
and aged care sectors.
MSS expanded our fleet with the purchase of two buses,
outsourcing of the Fringe Benefit Tax Scheme for staff, and
various fundraising initiatives: Biggest morning tea, Jeans
for Jeans day, Drinks Fridge, RUOK day, Easter guessing
competition just to name a few.

Operational efficiencies across the team will continue to be
implemented to ensure MSS has capacity to meet the finance
and administration requirements of the NDIS and Client
Directed Care in the coming year ahead.
I congratulate Maryanne Johnson, Lorelie Morris, Diane Morris,
Chloe Wright, Nicole Tisdell and Carolyn Thompson for their
outstanding service, their passion and commitment to MSS is
the foundation of our organisations success.
Narelle McKenzie
Manager Finance and Administration
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FINANCE
REPORT
WITH THE STAFF CHANGES
DURING THE YEAR, THIS
OVERVIEW COMMENTARY ON
THE FINANCES IS PREPARED BY
THE BOARD TREASURER.
It is very pleasing to be able to report that for the financial
year ended 30th June 2016, MSS remains in a healthy position
and continues to display strong and responsible financial
management, a fact reinforced by results.

Manning Support Services Inc.

We are pleased that once again our financial audit was an
unqualified success. This, coupled with compliance across all
financial and programs reporting, demonstrates our continued
commitment to sound governance. The consistent and diligent
efforts of the Finance and Administration team and each of
the Service Managers is acknowledged. Each of the programs
finished on or very near to budget. This is a very fine outcome,
given the challenges of these changing times.
The Annual Report is designed to provide a “snapshot” of
operations and performance during the year. The full audited
financial statements will be presented at the AGM and
therefore available to all members, with copies being provided
to the relevant funding bodies.
It has been a pleasure for me to be able to work closely with
relevant staff to ensure that the regular reporting to, and
appropriate control by, the Board has been effective.
Ian Dyball
Treasurer, on behalf of the Board of Directors

FUNDING GRANTS 2015-16
2% 1% 3%

We achieved a surplus for the year, and with the reserves held,
this gives the Board confidence to pursue capital improvements
and additional program opportunities to further enhance
services provided to our community. To that end, during
the year the Board established a working group to explore
opportunities to grow MSS.

6%
10%

21%

3%

During the 2015-16 financial year, our income totalled
$3,358,000. Of this, $2,746,733 was derived of funding grants
from government and our community partners. These grants
are inclusive of; $1,897,506 from Australian Government
Departments and $716,990 from NSW Government
Departments, and $132,237 in sub-contracts with other not for
profits.
We are pleased to report that all grant monies have been
expended in accordance with our contractual obligations. We
also report that all statutory, legal and funding body obligations
have been met.
Financial reporting to the Board each month has been
simplified by, among other things, removing much of the daily
operational parameters. The “dashboard” presentations give a
clear and concise report of the financial position both overall
and per service, in both tabular and graphic format. In addition,
the Treasurer meets monthly with Management to look at
finances in some detail.

4%
42%

8%

0.3%

Department of Health

Family & Community Services

Client fees and charges

Office of Fair Trading

Fee for service programs

Prime Minister & Cabinet

Interest

Department of Social Services

Good Sheppherd

Donations

Mission Australia
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RECOGNISING OUR
VOLUNTEERS
Once again this past year we have had the privilege of working
alongside 147 people in our local communities, who share their
time with us in a variety of ways. Our unpaid staff, volunteer
their time to provide care and support to our clients every
single day. The people listed below are our unsung heroes.
People from all walks of life, in all circumstances, making a
commitment to spend their time caring for others in their local

Maria Albarracin
Marika Altenbacher
Patricia Armstrong
Alan Ault
Kerry Ault
Sue Auswild
Joan Baker
Gloria Bannister
Marie Barrett
Les Beamish
Lyn Bellenger
Roza Boros
Bruce Butler
Robyn Butler
Alexandra Cameron
Helen Carruthers
Scott Charters
Susan Chrystal
Heather Clark
Jennifer Clift
Paul Clinton
Hannele Colliss
Helen Connell
Jean Constable
Angela Cooke
Kay Cooper
Robyn Copeland
Michelle Costello
Hellen Crittenden
Leonie Crockett-Brown
Rosamond Cudipp

May Cullen
Robert Curtis
Gary Dando
Helen Dasczyk
Susan Dawes
Roseann Downie
Debbie Downie
George Duffield
Sue Duffield
Jenny Elcoate
Ronald Fellows
Ashley Flanagan
Elizabeth Fisher
Eileen Fletcher
Diane Forbes
Delles Foxon
Robin Friend
Rod Fuller
Robyn Garry
Shane Gibbs
Maria Gorton
Alan Green
Jeanie Green
Vicki Hammond
Helen Heathwood
Gloria Henson
Ann Hill
Fiona Hooper
Sheryl Horton
Wal Horton

communities. Every day these amazing people assist MSS to
live our mission; To enhance the quality of people’s lives by
providing services which enable them to live with dignity and
respect. Our success this year, is a testament to their energy,
time and dedication. I salute you all!
Thank you

John Howley
Kate Hurrell
Roslyn Hurrell
Thora Ireland
Marilyn Jackson
Julie James
Jacqueline Johnson
John Kerr
Rayleen Kime
Dot King
Gillian Kirton
Dorothy Klenk
Helen Knight
Dominique Kroft
Elizabeth Lindsay
Peter Lindwall
Gilda Lisowski
Michelle Lloyd
David Lomas
Helen MacDonald
Vera Mathieson
Paul Maxwell
Ann Mayo
Shirley McKiernan
Gae Merchant
Jan Micallef
Ruth Minett
Donald Minto
Barbara Moore
Graeme Morris

Vicki Moulas
Faye Munro
Jim Munro
Barbara Nathan
Geoff O’Brien
Judith O’Farrell
Di O’Grady
Ann Osmand
Kim Parkinson
Lorraine Perrin
Marguerite Preston
Nancy Preston
Lesley Price
Rosemary Probst
Ross Radford
Sally Rafferty
Rosalind Redshaw
Len Richards
Ian Roberts
Jennifer Rose
Cheryl Rowe
Christine Rowsell
Christine Ryan
Numtharat Sanqduan
Janet Sanderson
Nancy Sandford
May Sharp
Paul Sherlock
Maureen Shilling
Helen Sinclair

Lance Singleton
Lyn Smith
Pauleen Spackman
Louise Spence
Cathy Stenchion
Susan Strudwick
Sharyn Thomas
Carolyn Thompson
Philip Thompson
Lorraine Tilse
Maria Tosh
Gwendolyn Towle
Chantel Van Kasteel
Fritz Visser
Marette Walker
Sandra Wallis
Bronwyn Westbrook
Robert Westbrook
Christina Whittle
Rebecca Wilde
Ross Wilkinson
Peter Wrigley
Amber Yarnold
Karen Yarnold
Sandie Yates
George Yonon
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MSS is an industry leader that provide services that are
MEANINGFUL AND RESPONSIVE TO OUR LOCAL
COMMUNITIES in which we work and live. We focus on
creating POSITIVE AND MEASURABLE impacts through a
TRANSPARENT AND INTEGRATED SERVICE RESPONSE.

n
collaboratio
MSS recognises the value of TRUE INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL COLLABORATION. We will create meaningful
partnerships across cultures and all stakeholders to
IMPROVE EFFICIENCY, STRENGTHEN OUR SERVICE
RESPONSE AND SHARE COMPLIMENTARY SKILLS AND
RESOURCES.

y
sustainabilit
!

Employer
of choice
MSS is a place where PEOPLE MATTER. We are an
employer of choice providing a POSITIVE LIFE WORK
BALANCE, a skills and career pathway and a VIBRANT
PLACE TO WORK.

Leadership
At MSS we maintain a leadership role in the delivery of
our services. We are committed to ETHICAL
GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT. We have a
CONTEMPORARY AND INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO ALL
WE DO.

MSS balances our STRONG SOCIAL PURPOSE with a
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODEL that recognises our
SOCIAL, FISCAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND GOVERNANCE
responsibilities.
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For our communities to be RESILIENT
AND SELF-SUSTAINING, where everyone
feels CONNECTED AND EMPOWERED to
achieve their FULL POTENTIAL.
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To enhance the QUALITY OF
PEOPLE’S LIVES by providing
services which enable them to live
with DIGNITY AND RESPECT.
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• Inclusiveness • Dignity & respect
• Integrity

• Collaboration

• Diversity

• Professionalism

• Transparency • Fiscal responsibility
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P.O. Box 759,
Taree NSW 2430
Ph: 02 - 6551 1800
E: reception@mssinc.org.au
W: www.mssinc.org.au

